Shipping Companies Feel the Heat, as Investors Shun Coal
by Jonathan Saul and Simon Jessup, with Carolyn Cohn and Helen Reid
Nov. 12, 2021: London (abridged) – Shipping companies that transport the world's coal are in the crosshairs of some financial backers who are cleaning up their businesses, in the absence of a truly global drive by nations to renounce the dirtiest fossil fuel.
In a sign of investors taking the initiative, 6 European firms told Reuters they were either reducing their exposure to vessels that transport coal or were considering doing so.  These 6 firms collectively represent over 5% of the estimated annual $16 billion capital financing requirements of the dry bulk industry,
Such carriers - titanic vessels stretching up to 270 meters (885 feet) long and able to carry 100s of 1,000s of tonnes of cargo - are the cheapest way to transport coal and other commodities like iron ore and grain in large quantities.
Swiss Re told Reuters that, from 2023, it would no longer cover the transport of thermal coal via reinsurance treaties, where it covers a portfolio of insurers' policies.  It exited the direct insurance of coal cargoes in 2018.
"There is much more pressure on the insurance companies in terms of ESG," said Patrizia Kern-Ferretti, head of marine at Swiss Re Corporate Solutions.  She referred to the sustainable investment sphere.  "I hear from brokers they are having difficulty placing coal policies in the insurance market," she added.  "More and more companies are applying direct guidelines."
....  Such pressures pose new challenges for the shipping industry, which hitherto largely hasn't been drawn into the center of the coal debate by policymakers and investors focused on production and consumption rather than transport of the fuel....
There's good money be made from delivering coal.  It broadly accounts for about 30% of cargo volumes.  It has hit record prices, amid a shortage of fuel, including natural gas, to provide the power needed by a global economy recovering from a pandemic.
Demand beckons for decades to come, after major consumers including China and India failed to join a pact to phase out coal power at U.N. climate talks being held in Glasgow this week.  While, Europe and the United States are retiring coal-fired plants, Asian nations are building almost 200 more.
Khalid Hashim, managing director of Precious Shipping (PSL.BK), one of Thailand's largest dry cargo ship owners, said investors should target the consumers and producers of coal.  "All we do is deliver it from the point of origin to the point of consumption, like a messenger delivering his message," he added.  "Coming after ship owners seems the easy cop-out route as we have no voice.”
...
Higher Shipping Prices
The impact of higher prices for shipping coal would be felt most in Asia, which consumes 80% of global coal supply.  It is more reliant than elsewhere on coal-fired power.
Even though emissions from burning coal are the single biggest contributor to climate change, the priority for many developing countries is to provide power to a rapidly growing population, rather than converting to renewable plants....  The worst-case scenario is to see countries being plunged into darkness and manufacturing being hit hard, thus heralding a global economic crisis of sort.
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